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Views and Reviews

ACUTE PERSPECTIVE

David Oliver: Is NHS “candour” on a break for winter?
David Oliver consultant in geriatrics and acute general medicine
Berkshire

Winter seems more difficult each year in NHS acute care, and
2016-17 is no exception. Vocal public support from national
leadership bodies would be a welcome New Year gift. It would
certainly beat attempts at news management to limit reputational
damage and appease politicians’ reported wishes to keep hospital
crises out of the headlines.1

“The most important thing” being to avoid negative language.
NHS England then said that, as its winter planning was the best
it had ever been, the Red Cross’s statement had no justification.

Looking at NHS performance statistics,2 media reports of
clinicians’ tales from around the country,3 or statements from
their medical colleges and societies,4 5 it’s been more like the
Apocalypse than the Christmas story. Demand for urgent care
is high, and hospitals are crammed, under extreme pressure to
clear beds. An exit block continues,6 whereby stranded patients
await overwhelmed community services that can’t match
demand.

The government’s response to the Francis report made the duties
of candour and transparency statutory.11 This applies from
frontline clinicians to board level NHS managers. In turn, this
means a duty of transparency to the local patients, population,
and press: transparency about unavailable beds, staffing gaps,
funding crises, risks to safe care, and unavailable step-down
care. It does not mean a “Crisis? What crisis?” denial of serious
issues.

Trapped in the middle are frontline staff under almost unbearable
pressure—the King’s Fund’s Chris Ham refers to them as “shock
absorbers.”7 We’re forced to pick one uncomfortably risky option
over another, as we juggle the system’s needs with those of
individual patients.
When things go wrong it will be jobbing clinicians
who face patient complaints and attend inquests, not
Whitehall officials
Even more trapped are the patients themselves: on trolleys in
corridors, stuck in ambulances outside emergency departments,
diverted to other hospitals, or discharged earlier than they or
staff would like, without enough chance for planning. When
things go wrong it will be jobbing clinicians who face the
complaints of patients and their families and attend inquests,
not Whitehall officials.
The British Red Cross, one of several charities that do great
work to support people leaving hospital or trying to remain at
home, said last week that the situation in English hospitals in
recent weeks had become a “humanitarian crisis.”8 It illustrated
its claim with stories of patients discharged in haste without the
right support at home.
On the same day, the Telegraph reported leaked memos from
NHS England essentially instructing acute service managers to
play down the extent of problems.9 The article reported a script
containing lines for standard use to minimise public concern,

Another recent “leaked memo” story found NHS England telling
supposedly locally owned sustainability and transformation
plans how positive to make their public communications.10
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